Dear Sir: The recent letter which you published by Mr. Ernest Lefever (June, 1970) demonstrates that the man has Christian instincts but he apparently restrains them when it comes to criticizing U.S. programs.

"In terms of moral condemnation, there should be no split-level morality which condemns the occasional, limited, and unauthorized sins of our friends and overlooks or excuses the officially sponsored and massive brutality of our enemies," Mr. Lefever states.

"Our friends," meaning those whose policies are in accord with U.S. self-interest, are only guilty of "occasional," "limited," and "unauthorized" sins. But "our enemies" are guilty of sins which are "officially sponsored" and practice "massive brutality."

In his next sentence Lefever says that "all governments" should be "judged by one ethic" even though it is obvious that he holds a double standard for "friends" and "enemies." It is not surprising that someone whose thinking is so preconditioned would have completely misunderstood the intent of Father Colonnese's interview.

Father Colonnese did not accuse Dan Mitrione of practicing or teaching torture. He said that there is sufficient reason to request a thorough investigation of the Office of Public Safety's role and activities in Latin America. The evidence is admittedly circumstantial and not legally binding. But it was not our intention to prove guilt. only to state that sufficient evidence exists to warrant a thorough investigation by an impartial source.

Mr. Lefever's biased good-and-bad-guys concept of international social justice apparently rejects the need to scrutinize U.S. programs and policies. He claims that if we wanted to find out the truth, "a simple phone call to the state Department would have yielded all the facts." He then quotes a denial by the A.I.D. director in Rio and recommends that the matter be dropped. What naiveté!

Mr. Lefever then reports that U.S. policy advisory assistance has been withdrawn from some countries "where police power has been abused." Well, Mr. Lefever, it's been abused to criminal proportions in Brazil and there are filing cabinets full of atrocity testimony from Brazilian torture victims to document those barbaric practices.

This office has been supplying Brazilian torture data to Senator Frank Church and Senator William Proxmire who are investigating U.S. assistance to Brazil and elsewhere in Latin America. During Senator Proxmire's hearings yesterday (July 13th) it was announced that the State Department will discontinue the A.I.D. public safety assistance program to Brazil.

The official reason given was that Brazil's police will be sufficiently well trained by the end of fiscal 1972 and will not require additional U.S. assistance. The
purpose of the A.I.D. assistance according to Mr. Lefever is to promote humane police methods. The Brazilian police have disgraced the humanitarian traditions of that country by the animalistic brutality of their systematic torture methods. If the purpose of the A.I.D. program was to implement humane police methods, it has been an overwhelming failure and I submit to you that is the real reason why the program has been abandoned.

We pointed out the Mitrione case because it illustrates that, in the minds of many Latin Americans, U.S. police advisors are considered part of the local police apparatus which uses torture to suppress not only terrorism but also legitimate dissent. These U.S. police advisors are popularly thought by many Latin Americans to be involved in the financial support, implementation and even teaching of torture methods. This was pointed out in a recent interview I had with Romeo Perez, an editor of the Christian Democratic newspaper in Montevideo, Uruguay where A.I.D. police advisor, Dan Mitrione was killed.

"The general reaction in Uruguay to the killing of U.S. police advisor, Dan Mitrione, was one of indifference," Perez explained. "Even the most unaware of our citizens suspects that Mitrione was advising our police in the methods of torture which have become their new pattern of interrogation in recent years."

"Because of this, Mitrione was a little-liked figure, and his killing by the Tupamaros did not produce that same negative public opinion which would have resulted if someone else had been killed. For example, there would have been a very strong negative reaction if the Tupamaros had killed U.S. agronomist Claude Floy or the kidnapped Brazilian Consul Aloysio Marcs Dias Comide.

"But because of the function Mitrione was fulfilling in our country, he was looked upon as an expression of U.S. support of our repressive police organization and an example of U.S. intervention in Uruguayan internal affairs. He is believed responsible for introducing methods of torture to the Uruguayan police."

I do not contend that Mr. Perez's interpretation of Uruguayan public opinion makes Mitrione or the agency for which he worked guilty of barbaric torture. I do contend that this consensus persists amid large sectors of the Uruguayan people and in many other Latin American countries where U.S. police advisors are currently operating. The truth or falsity of that prevailing attitude must be established.

The State Department says it would "welcome scrutiny" of this program "by any responsible person." That is what we requested and have been working to accomplish for almost two years. But that "responsible person" must be an impartial agency or organization not expectorated by close association with the agency being investigated. Why would anyone object to our efforts to speed such an investigation? Why should the desire to improve the U.S.-Latin American image and rechannel needed tax dollars be considered anti-American by critics such as Lefever?

Our efforts to speed such an investigation were supported by worldview and many other publications which felt that the unanswered questions surrounding this program must be resolved. Our contention is that the A.I.D. public safety program has failed in its stated purpose of humanizing police methods in certain Latin American countries characterized by severe repression. We also contend that the United States' image in Latin America has suffered serious harm by being linked with police agencies guilty of barbaric torture. In the minds of many Latin Americans, the U.S. is guilty of complicity in these actions. Guilt by association is unfair but that does not make it any less real or damaging.

Senator Proxmire suggested that the United States should deny such assistance to any country found to violate human rights. Some Latin American countries which come immediately to mind are Uruguay, the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Guatemala. The Mitrione case served to focus attention on Brazil and Uruguay. The program for which he worked has now been canceled in Brazil. If we are able to sustain the momentum and get impartial on-site investigations, it will also, I hope, be removed from other oppressive countries.

While Senator Proxmire's hearings on the A.I.D. public safety program were being conducted, a film was shown in the Senate auditorium to legislators and their staff assistants. The producer introduced the series of filmed interviews with Brazilian torture victims by stating that some of the footage had been omitted. He explained that several Brazilians stated on film that there had been English-speaking people present during their tortures whom they presumed to be Americans. The producer explained that speaking English wasn't proof that they were Americans and he removed those comments in the interest of objectivity.

The film footage can be removed much more easily than the doubts they cause in the minds of those who, also in the name of objectivity, can not completely dismiss the possibility that they may have been U.S. police advisors. What is needed is an impartial investigation.

In countries where the A.I.D. public safety program coexists with brutal police repression of legitimate dissent it should be canceled. Residents of the U.S. and the Latin American country involved should be told that it was canceled because the U.S. people in no way countenance the torture of military or civil prisoners.

Mr. Lefever states in his opening sentence that "the torture of military or civil prisoners deserves the severe censure of humane men." I agree. Let's do it without further delay, whether it exists amid "friend" or "enemy," sponsored by the Left or the Right. It is a pure evil unalterable by political expediences.
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